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AEA Core Concept #17
Plants are always in motion.

In all natural and living systems there is no standing still.  Everything is in constant motion.  
Whatever the organism, they are either progressing and improving or deteriorating.  That holds 
true for plant health.  Plants can be photosynthesizing, producing complete compounds, and 
becoming healthier or they can be stressed and becoming unhealthy.   


This is relevant to the discussion concerning plants forming complete proteins.  Forming 

complete proteins is one of the required foundational processes for a plant to be completely 
healthy and be immune to disease and insect pests.  When a plant converts highly soluble 
amino acids and nitrate compounds that are highly common in plant sap (and desired by 
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bacterial and fungal pathogens, and insects) to complete proteins, we refer to the plant as 
being in the protein synthesis mode.  

To form complete proteins, plants need air, sunshine, water, and minerals.  It is critical also that 
they  have the specific minerals needed to form all the key enzymes cofactors that are needed  to 
metabolize these nitrates and amino acids.   In this process, first plants form peptides, and then 
complete proteins.

  

In contrast, if plants are missing one of the essential factors they need and are incapable of forming 
complete proteins, they’re termed as being in proteolysis mode, meaning protein breakdown.  The 
missing element could be air, water, sunshine or any essential mineral.  It could be molybdenum or 
nickel, or it could be any one of the enzyme cofactors.  In proteolysis mode plants are not only 
forming complete proteins, but they will also begin degrading complete proteins that they have made 
in the past.


For example, if we have a pepper crop growing and it is in protein synthesis mode, it’s really 
healthy, and it’s resistant to disease and insect pests.  Lets say we get a hailstorm, three days of 
cool, cloudy, wet weather and three inches of rain. That exposes those pepper plants to a great 
deal of stress. They are not getting enough sunshine, they are not photosynthesizing properly, 
and so they can switch from protein synthesis to proteolysis mode.


This goes back to plants always being in motion.  We have this constant cycling -- going back and 
forth from protein synthesis to proteolysis.  They switch between these two cycles constantly, very 
quickly, sometimes within a matter of hours.  They can go from healthy to unhealthy very quickly, 
and the reverse is also true. They can go from unhealthy to healthy very quickly -- if we address the 
nutritional imbalances or whatever shortfalls are keeping those plants in the proteolysis mode.


The very important piece in managing the protein synthesis cycle is managing nitrogen.  A 
significant problem on many crops that we work with is that plants have an excess of nitrogen 
relative to other minerals. It may not be an excess of nitrogen in other situations, but it is when there 
are inadequate minerals and trace mineral cofactors to properly metabolize that nitrogen into amino 
acids for making complete proteins.  So it is very important to manage nitrogen very carefully.  


In truly biological systems, whenever we have adequate levels of trace mineral nutrition and very 
aggressive biological activity, we consistently see very vigorous nitrogen uptake by both soil 
organisms and by the plants themselves.  Azotobacter (bacteria) that live in the soil have the capacity 
to fix nitrogen from the air and make it available to crops.  We consistently see that even on biological 
programs, if we get really aggressive soil biological activity on soils without a lot of carbon in the 
system as a buffer, we get an excess of nitrogen that is produced.   Managing to keep plants in the 
protein mode is essential.
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